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Search for your state. There should be a post that will have info and a link to the matrix server where the organizing
is being done
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We need local leaders to help recruit.

Examples of things being coordinated:
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Sharing of room/board and locations of safe places to book Traveling together including caravan meetups Meetup
Spots General Safety Events and locations Communication

Ladies we can and will connect you with other women so you are safe.

Instructions: (Do this from Desktop as it is too much for mobile):

NOTE: You should use a private protonmail account with no personal information for your privacy. They will ask
for this protonmail account for the contact list.

GUIDES: IMGUR: for visual aid https://imgur.com/a/To6L7zZ

IMGUR: MORE DETAILED: https://imgur.com/a/vKLDJWC

VIDEO How to Sign Up https://youtu.be/6aBLwNnMF5M

1.) Go to Element/Matrix: (A PRIVATE SERVER CREATED BY PATRIOTS HERE ON TD FROM BEGINING)
https://app.element.io/?pkvid=bb19c84bd44db00816085971019fcad2#/welcome

2.) CLICK “EDIT” A menu changes with the option to add an https: add: https://matrix.donaldsarmy.us/

3.) Create account.

4.) Join the (STATE Initial) group 4a.)Find your STATE LEAD or a CITY LEAD and tell them you have joined.

YOU can join the state you’re from with these instruction
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Welcome to The Donald!

Welcome to the forum of choice for The President of The United States, Donald Trump!

Be advised this forum is for serious supporters of President Trump. We have discussions, memes,
AMAs, and more. We are not politically correct.

Our Rules

Trump Supporters

This is The Donald. Our community is a high-energy Trump rally. There are no exceptions.

Follow the Law

No posts or comments that violate laws in your jurisdiction or the United States. The Feds are always
watching!

No Racism

No racism, including slurs, non-factual content, and general unfounded bigotry.

No Doxing
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No doxing, including revealing personal information of non-public figures, as well as addresses, phone
numbers, etc. of public figures.

Be Respectful

Be respectful to fellow The Donald community members.

No Self Promotion

Linking or promoting merchandise, fundraising, or spamming personal websites, blogs, or channels is
not permitted.

Questions and Concerns

All moderation questions and concerns should be submitted via modmail.

Don't be Dumb

Remember, you represent the movement against Globalism, Communism and Progressive Insanity.
Your comments and posts may become news.

Election Information

Campaign Information

Volunteer for Trump
Donate to Trump
Buy Trump Merch
Join a Trump Coalition
Fundraise for Trump

Voting Information

Register to Vote
Verify Your Voter Registration
Military & Overseas Citizens
USA.gov Voter Resources

Moderators

Shadowman3001
Ivaginaryfriend
Doggos
CovfefeBucks
zettapede
pray_for_kekistan
Katfish29
mivvan
and 18 more...

Message the Moderators
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